RE Factor Tactical was founded with the central mission to provide those serving within special operations with essential Unconventional Solutions™ that are demanded by regularly evolving combat environments. As a SOF Veteran Owned company with decades of combined combat experience amongst our staff, we thoroughly acknowledge the need for specialized equipment that will ensure mission accomplishment.

Following the extensive study of emerging industry needs, we directly test our products within the military and paramilitary special operations units to guarantee the highest standards of durability and performance. We are proudly Made in the USA to ensure reliable quality and to help support American manufacturing.

Learn more about our products, as well as our special discounts for active duty military and first responders at tacticalequipment.com.
GOVERNMENT SALES

CAPABILITIES STATEMENT

RE Factor Tactical is a leading manufacturer specializing in the development of special operations equipment, medical accessories, shooting necessities, tactical gear and apparel. As a certified Veteran-Owned Small Business we supply direct to the Department of Defense, Federal Agencies and state/local Law Enforcement Departments.

CORE COMPETENCIES

- Complete offering of high quality need-driven combat tested equipment
- USA Made & Berry Compliant capabilities for contract and purchasing compliance
- Specialty prototyping for meeting specific custom specifications
- Developed production and logistics infrastructure for ensuring on-time worldwide delivery
- Managing military Veteran subject matter experts who provide in depth product reviews/demos
- Exceptional customer service with dedicated representatives for fast acquisitions

FAVORABLE CONTRACT VEHICLES

- Purchase Orders & Government Contracts
- Blanket Purchase Agreements
- Government Purchase Cards
- Prime Vendor purchases available through Quantico Tactical
  - GSA Contract: GS-07F-5802P
  - DLA Tailor Logistic Support Program: SPM8EJ-14-D-0008
  - DoD EMall
  - Contact: GovtSales@QuanticoTactical.com / (910) 944-5800 Ext. 2

PAST PERFORMANCE

- Successful delivery orders from the DOD, DOS, DOJ, DHS and HHS
- Supplier for the Army IMCOM IMWR-CRB (BOSS Program)
- Hundreds of military, federal and law enforcement customers

Formal Test & Evaluation Requests, Requests for Quotes, and Purchase Orders may be emailed to govsales@refactortactical.com

CAGE: 7KBA5
DUNS: 017172053
Veteran-Owned Small Business
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Sometimes...

Answer = \ln e^{\alpha T} + \cos \frac{\pi}{2} + \frac{d \left(\frac{LE^2}{2}\right)}{dE} + \sum_{1}^{N} \frac{1}{2} \int_{0}^{\pi} CE \sin(y) \, dy

= VI + 0 + \frac{2LE}{2} + N(1) + \frac{1}{2} CE(-\cos(\pi) + \cos(0))

= VI + 0 + LE + N + \frac{1}{2} CE(1 + 1)

= VI + 0 + LE + N + CE

Violence IS The Answer
The Blasting Cap™ is one of the most specialized tactical hats around, designed over years of modification after being worn throughout numerous SOF missions. The unique design provides the operator with purposeful features and offers a truly comfortable form-fitted cap.
BLASTING CAPS

- FlexFit® style comfort
- Durable material and design
- Multiple colors and sizes

Velcro panels for identifier patch placement

Two IR parch Velcro panels (top and inside, 1 x 1”)

High-visibility orange VS-17 panel for signaling

Back Velcro panel
SHIRTS

- Form-fitted athletic cut
- Comfortable poly/cotton blend
- Made in the USA
RANGER PANTIES

- Official SOFFE military brand
- 100% Nylon fabric
- Multiple colors and sizes

TNT Molecule

1st Special Services Force
Jedburgh Teams

WWII Ranger
USMC Raider
MACVSOG
BAGS

ADVANCED SPECIAL OPERATIONS BAG

DEPLOYABLE SSE BAGS

ENHANCED KIT BAG

THE AGGRESSOR
ADVANCED SPECIAL OPERATIONS BAG

The Advanced Special Operations Bag™ (ASO) is specifically designed for those who need the ability to operate with a tactical bag, without having a tactical appearance. Intended to have a simple and discreet exterior for low-profile missions that require an innocuous presence, the interior boasts a number of features for maintaining a tactical advantage in any scenario.
### A.S.O. BAG

- Official 4.5 of 5 NTOA Rating
- Durable Cordura exterior and water-resistant base
- Made in the USA

---

**1000 Cordura exterior**

**Extra large main opening compartment**

**Fast access “Fight Pocket™” lined with MOLLE/Velcro®. Perfect for sidearms, magazines, medical items, etc.**

**7 large interior mesh pockets for added organization**

**Removable backpack straps and concealable duffle straps**

**Vinyl waterproof base to keep your gear dry**

**RFID pocket protects phones, passports, and credit cards from identity theft**

---

[Image showing various features of the A.S.O. Bag]

---
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DEPLOYABLE SSE BACKPACK

The Deployable SSE Backpack™ is a lightweight self-storing bag that conveniently expands when an extra bag is needed during sensitive site exploitation (SSE) or other situations. Built from durable nylon ripstop, the bag offers a number of key features for rigorous use and simple storage.
DEPLOYABLE SSE BACKPACK

- Collapsible design with integrated stuff-sack
- Durable water-resistant exterior
- Made in the USA

Exterior Velcro patch panel

70D water-resistant nylon Ripstop® exterior

Integrated stuff-sack with belt loop

2 large exterior zipping pockets

Stuff-sack doubles as internal pocket

Adjustable AeroMesh™ backpack straps
DEPLOYABLE SSE DUFFLE BAG

- Collapsible design with integrated stuff-sack
- Durable water-resistant exterior
- Made in the USA

70D water-resistant nylon Ripstop® exterior

Integrated stuff-sack with belt loop
External zipping pocket
Removable shoulder strap
ENHANCED KIT BAG

The Enhanced Kit Bag™ is a modified design of the original military issue kit bag and offers a number of key improvements for greater versatility. Upgraded with distinct features for carrying body armor, weapons and parachutes, the bag is built to withstand the rigors of multiple combat deployments.
ENHANCED KIT BAG

- Backpack or handle carry options
- Durable Cordura exterior and water-resistant base
- Made in the USA

Large main opening fits body armor and oversized equipment

2 Exterior Velcro patch panels

Removable backpack straps can carry over 700 lbs

7 interior mesh pockets and MOLLE inner wall for added organization

2 Exterior organizational pockets and clear ID tag inserts

Waterproof vinyl bottom
THE AGGRESSOR

The Aggressor™ is an extremely low-profile pack that mounts to any MOLLE plate carrier for quick one-handed access to additional medical supplies and other mission essential items. The unique fold-out design provides easy storage and organization while maintaining a minimal outline.
THE AGGRESSOR

- MOLLE attachment or backpack carry options
- Durable Cordura exterior with quick one-handed access
- Made in the USA

Access contents from both the top and bottom of the pack

Wear as a backpack by attaching the two included straps

Use the separated compartment and hose port for your 1.5L hydration bladder (not included)

Use the interior sleeve for added storage and organization

Wear the interior sleeve as a sling by attaching one of the included straps

Easily access survival accessories or other items behind the patch panel
COMBAT PERFORMANCE
The Combat Fitness Deck™ is the perfect way to maintain combat fitness standards without the need for a gym. Designed for those who are deployed or without access to workout equipment, the deck features 52 individual workouts that provide easy, moderate and difficult total body exercises.
COMBAT WEIGHTLIFTING BELT

The Combat Weightlifting Belt™ is a form-fitting belt that provides optimal support for CrossFit and Powerlifting workouts. Built with comfortable padding that offers solid rigidity and flexibility, the belt is ideal for any competitive athlete.

- Multiple sizes available
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Made in the USA by Brute Force Training

Mil-spec Cordura construction

Heavy duty metal link buckle for hanging weight

4.25” thick
MEDICAL

TOURNIQUETS & TOURNIQUET HOLDERS

DELTA TRAUMA KIT

DRIVE-BY KIT

REFERENCE GUIDES

TRAUMA TAPE
Tourniquets for Heroes is a special initiative aimed at equipping Law Enforcement Officers with life-saving tourniquets for personal carry while on duty.

Each year thousands of officers are killed in the line of duty while protecting the communities they serve. To help our officers prevent the unnecessary loss of life, Tourniquets for Heroes will allow everyday citizens to purchase a Rapid Application Tourniquet System (RATS) at a discounted price, which we will send directly to a verified Law Enforcement Officer in need. It is our hope that this program will help save more lives by better preparing the officers in our communities.

If you are a Law Enforcement Officer in need of a tourniquet, please sign up here.

DONATE TODAY
The RATS (Rapid Application Tourniquet System) was designed based on feedback from the battlefield where soldiers required a tourniquet that could be easily applied and offered a low profile carry. The tourniquet is already in use around the world by varying SOF elements and has been proven on the battlefield. The RATS can fit just about anywhere on your kit and can be quickly applied to an extremity using one hand.

- Low-profile design
- One-handed application
- Made in the USA
TOURNIQUET HOLDERS

Tourniquet holders are the simple and effective way to carry a tourniquet while ensuring quick one-handed access and proper placement. Designed to mount on MOLLE vests, belts, rifle buttstocks, or inside vehicles, each tourniquet holder provides secure low-profile placement for immediate access in a life-threatening situation.
TOURNIQUET HOLDERS

- Durable Cordura material
- Ambidextrous one-handed access
- Made in the USA

TOURNIQUET HOLDER

Elastic straps Velcro close to fit most tourniquets

Adheres to Velcro, MOLLE, or a belt

BUTTSTOCK TOURNIQUET HOLDER

Mounts to most buttstocks with 2 bungee cord retention straps

Non-slip rubberized backing keeps it in place

Elastic straps Velcro close to fit most tourniquets
RAPID DEPLOYMENT TOURNIQUET HOLDERS

- Durable and secure Neoprene sleeve
- Ambidextrous one-handed access
- Made in the USA

RAPID DEPLOYMENT TOURNIQUET HOLDER

- Heavy duty Neoprene retention sleeve

RAPID DEPLOYMENT BUTTSTOCK TOURNIQUET HOLDER

- Heavy duty Neoprene retention sleeve with Velcro retention strap
- Mounts to most buttstocks with 2 bungee cord retention straps
- Non-slip rubberized backing keeps it in place
The Delta Trauma Kit™ is a low-profile, minimalist pouch that is designed to provide only essential medical items for quickly treating life-threatening wounds. Compatible with MOLLE or belt attachment methods, the pouch is sized to carry vital life-saving tools with easy one-handed access while maintaining low-profile concealment.
DELTA TRAUMA KIT

- Durable Cordura exterior
- Internal organizational bungee system
- Made in the USA

Medical items stay secure and organized

Bungee straps securely store a tourniquet

Elastic retention straps securely hold equipment

Belt attachment

MOLLE or Velcro attachment patch
The Drive-by Kit™ is specifically intended for those conducting mobile operations, working in and out of vehicles. Designed to mount on the back of a vehicle headrest, the system allows operators to quickly access extra ammunition, medical gear, and other mission essential items; all of which can immediately detach when dismounted by removing a quick-detach pull-tab.
DRIVE-BY KIT

- Mounts to standard vehicle headrest
- Durable Cordura exterior with quick-detach
- Made in the USA

TRAUMA SHEAR HOLSTER

- Sized to fit standard trauma shears
- MOLLE compatible
- Made in the USA
COMBAT REFERENCE GUIDES

- Durable marine-grade material
- Multiple variations: UXO, MEDEVAC, CAS, CFF
- Made in the USA

GLOW IN THE DARK 9 LINE MEDEVAC

- Durable hard plastic with adhesive backing
- Engraved printing
- Made in the USA
TRAUMA TAPE

The patent-pending Trauma Tape™ is designed to provide both medical First Responders and military personnel with a simple layout for recording casualty vital signs and medical information. Vital information, such as body temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure can easily be attached to the casualty as they are moved to different locations. The military edition also includes a M.I.S.T. report for use in combat environments.

- Printed on 2” 10-yard standard athletic tape
- White Standard roll contains 60 strips
- Tan Military Edition contains 40 strips
MORALE & MOTIVATION

PVC PATCHES

POSTERS & METAL PRINTS

STICKERS

REMINDER BANDS

CALENDAR
PVC PATCHES

Wear on your uniform, Blasting Cap, plate carrier, backpack, or any other Velcro surface.

- Durable PVC construction
- Vibrant color and detail
- Velcro® attachment
POSTERS

- Made in the USA
METAL PRINTS

- Printed on aluminum
- Padded backing with mounting brackets
- Made in the USA

Warry Night

Mounted 1/2" padded backing

Colonial Maritime Raid Force
STICKERS

- Material: vinyl
- Made in the USA
CALENDAR

- Features over 100 historical SOF events
- Photos from REFT archives
- Made in the USA

REMINDER BANDS

- One size fits all
- Made in the USA

Speed, Surprise, Violence of Action
Principles of Patrolling
1st Special Services Force
DEAD MAN’S HAND SHOOTING DECK

Intended for all shooters at any skill level, the Dead Man’s Hand Shooting Deck™ teaches the fundamental concept to “think before you shoot.” Designed with 52 unique shooting drills, the progressive system teaches shooters to identify targets prior to firing by recognizing a specific combination of colors, shapes, numbers, and letters.

- Designed to work with the IQ Target system
- Pistol or rifle variations
- Made in the USA
THE ESSENTIAL SHOOTING GUIDE

The Essential Shooting Guide™ provides shooters with a comprehensive method for systematically analyzing current shooting abilities. Designed to work specifically with the Essentials Target, the guide assists shooters in pinpointing their areas of deficiency and then provides specific drills to improve upon; focusing on basic marksmanship, draws, reloads, target transitions, trigger manipulation and combat focused shooting.

- Specific drills covering multiple areas of shooting
- Space to record personal shooting data
- Made in the USA
TARGETS

Intended for every shooter in order to maximize range time through meaningful designs that promote the fundamental principles of shooting.
TARGETS

- Measures 23 x 35”
- Multiple variations
- Made in the USA
MAGPUL DYNAMICS
PRECISION RIFLE QUICK REFERENCE CARDS

- Designed to work with the Armboard
- E.A.R. Controlled Product
- Made in the USA

True all-weather, semi-rigid writing surface
(Recorded material is erasable with alcohol)
The Leather WING™ holster by BlackPoint Tactical is a naturally evolved version of the original KYDEX® holster. The Leather WING was designed to retain the most popular features of a KYDEX holster while improving the fit and comfort of the holster to the body through the addition of leather “wings”. The seamless integration of leather and KYDEX allows for the retention and function of a traditional KYDEX holster while providing the comfort of a traditional leather holster.
LEATHER WING HOLSTER

- KYDEX shell with leather attachment
- TNT Molecule Logo
- Made in the USA

LEATHER WINGS
Leather curves naturally to the body, allowing for ultimate comfort, reliability, and concealment.

METAL OWB LOOPS
Eliminates a common failure point on many OWB holsters.

CANT OPTIONS
Available straight up and down or at a 15° forward cant.

TENSION SCREW
Allows for quick adjustment of holster retention within set range.

SWEAT GUARD
Standard option that extends from top of holster between body and firearm. Protects gun by providing a sweat barrier from the body. Protects body from gun when holstering. Provides touch point for ease in holstering.

OWB CONCEALABLE
The thin mounting profile of the holster allows for OWB concealment.

ADDITIONAL OWB LOOPS
Available in 2.00”, 1.75”, and 1.5”. Our adjustable loop is 1.75” and allows for adjustments in ride height.

OWB/IWB CONVERSION
All OWB holsters can be converted to IWB by removing the OWB loops from the back of the holster and attaching IWB loops to the front of the holster.

THREAD LOCKER
Applied to all screws to prevent loosening over time.
MINI WING HOLSTER

- KYDEX shell with leather attachment
- TNT Molecule Logo
- Made in the USA

MINI WINGS
Leather curves naturally to the body, allowing for ultimate comfort, reliability, and concealment.

SWEAT GUARD
Standard option that extends from top of holster between body and firearm. Protects gun by providing a sweat barrier from the body. Protects body from gun when holstering. Provides touch point for ease in holstering.

CANT OPTIONS
Cant is user adjustable by modifying the placement of the clips on the wings.

ADDITIONAL IWB LOOPS
Available in both polymer and metal.

IWB ADJUSTMENT
Ride height and cant can be adjusted by changing the position of the IWB loops and wings.

THREAD LOCKER
Applied to all screws to prevent loosening over time.
MODULAR ACCESSORY POUCH

The REFT Modular Accessory Pouch powered by BlackPoint Tactical offers their unique leather-wing design that makes for a comfort fitting, low profile accessory pouch that can be customized to fit your mission set. Each M.A.P comes with the RE Factor Tactical Molecule etched into the pouch nearest the belt buckle. Each option selection represents one single pouch.
MODULAR ACCESSORY POUCH

The Modular Accessory Pouch™ (M.A.P) system by BlackPoint Tactical is the natural evolution of the original magazine pouch. Instead of rigid, all KYDEX® pouches, the M.A.P. system is a series of minimalist KYDEX pouches connected by leather wings to create a single, flexible system; customizable for a wide variety of mission essential items.

- KYDEX shell with leather attachment
- TNT Molecule Logo
- Made in the USA
SURVIVAL GEAR

SURVIVAL BANDS & KEY CHAINS

SURVIVAL CARDS
**SURVIVAL BANDS & KEY CHAINS**

- Incorporates several essential survival tools
- Multiple variations
- Made in the USA

### SURVIVAL BANDS & KEY CHAINS

- **SURVIVAL BANDS**
  - Incorporates several essential survival tools
  - Multiple variations
  - Made in the USA

- **SURVIVAL KEY CHAIN**
  - Incorporates several essential survival tools
  - Multiple variations
  - Made in the USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATOR BAND</th>
<th>550 Paracord</th>
<th>Hidden Handcuff Key Buckle</th>
<th>Whistle Buckle</th>
<th>Ferrocerium Starter</th>
<th>Eagle Claw Snare Wire</th>
<th>Can Opener</th>
<th>Fishing Line &amp; Hook</th>
<th>Suunto Compass</th>
<th>LiveFire® Paracord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SURVIVAL BAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVIGATOR BAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCAPE &amp; EVASION BAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURVIVAL KEY CHAIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operational Features**

- **550 Paracord**
- **Hidden Handcuff Key Buckle**
- **Whistle Buckle**
- **Ferrocerium Starter**
- **Eagle Claw Snare Wire**
- **Can Opener**
- **Fishing Line & Hook**
- **Suunto Compass**
- **LiveFire® Paracord**
SURVIVAL CARDS

- Measures 3 x 2.5” (credit card)
- High strength stainless steel
- Made in the USA
TACTICAL ACCESSORIES
The VS-17 Marking Panel™ is a mission essential item that quickly provides high visibility when marking locations during mounted, dismounted and airborne operations. Built with integrated heavy-duty magnets, the panel can easily attach to vehicles, as well as packs and other equipment through bungee strap connectors.
VS-17 MARKING PANEL

- Measures 18 x 11”
- Reversible orange/yellow colors with American Flag
- Made in the USA

Included stuff sack
RECONDO POUCH

- Quick-access to navigation, reference cards, and chemlights
- MOLLE compatible mounting
- Made in the USA

Fits Garmin 401 GPS for quick reference

Velcro patch panel

Removable window inserts allow for quick access to maps and reference cards

The small internal pouch holds money, CAC cards or other important items

The integrated elastic loops are sized to fit chemlights, pens/markers, or pen flares.
The Armboard™ is specifically designed to fit the Magpul Precision Rifle Quick Reference Cards to easily record data for long range precision shooting.
ARMBOARD

- Durable nylon ripstop material
- Multiple card placements
- Made in the USA

Elastic arm straps

Specifically designed to fit Magpul Precision Rifle Quick Reference Cards

2 Easy view windows

Made from a light 70D ripstop outer material

Customizable ring
The NVG Counterbalance Pouch™ is designed specifically for operators using night vision with a battery pack attachment. The low-profile design contains two metal counterweights while allowing the user to easily access the battery pack when needed.

- Low Profile
- Provides up to +/- 1lb of added weight
- Made in the USA
- Colors: Tan, Ranger Green, Black

Attaches to the back of common Ops-Core/Team Wendy helmets with Velcro

Velcro panels for patches or IR markers

2 Bungee support tabs adhere to the side of the helmet to secure it in place

3 Small pockets can be used to stash survival gear, batteries, or other small mission essential items.

Two .45lb parkerized steel plates, in addition with the battery pack and batteries, raise the total counter weight up to 1.5 lbs, allowing for comfortable use of NVGs.
CHEMLIGHT POCKET

The Chemlight Pocket™ is a simple addition that attaches directly to traditional military uniform shoulder pockets; providing quick-access with extra chemlights during room clearing and other types of operations.

- sized to fit standard military uniform shoulder pocket
- Durable Cordura exterior with Velcro® attachment
- Made in the USA

Holds 4 chemlights

Adheres to your uniform with 2 x 1.5” loop strips on the back

Allows access to your uniform pocket

Patches can be adhered to the front
DETAINEE POUCH

The Detainee Pouch™ is a minimalist pouch that is intended to hold important evidentiary identification, documents, and other items found on detainees during SSE. Once SSE has been completed, the pouch can be carried around the detainee’s neck, staying with them during transport and processing.

- Measures 6.5 x 7”
- Durable mesh material with adjustable lanyard
- Made in the USA